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Nobusawa developed the notion of a Γ-ring which is more general than a
ring. He obtained an analogue of the Wedderburn theorem for simple Γ-ring
with minimum condition on one-sided ideals. Recently, Barnes weakened slight-
ly the defining conditions for a Γ-ring, introduced the notions of prime ideals,
primary ideals and radical for a Γ-ring, and obtained analogues of the classical
Noether-Lasker theorems concerning primary representations of ideals for Γ-
rings. In this paper, the notion of primitivity is extended to Γ-ring. The class
of primitive Γ-rings having non-zero minimal left ideals is a natural extension
of the class of simple Γ-rings satisfying the minimum condition on one-sided
ideals. The main theorem here gives a characterization of these Γ-rings as cer-
tain Γ-rings of continuous semi-linear transformations. This is a generalization
of the well known structure theorem for primitive rings given by Jacobson as well
as the result of Nobusawa for simple Γ-rings.
2. Continuous semi-linear transformations. In this section we gather toge-
ther the basic facts of continuous semi-linear transformations that will be used in
the sequel of this paper.
Let (V y W) be a pair of dual spaces over a division ring D. That is, V is a left
vector space over D and W is a total vector subspace of the conjugate space of V.
If v^ V, W^L W, we use the notation (v, w) for the image vw in Zλ There is an
associated topology on F, a subbase at zero consisting of the kernels of the func-
tionals in W. The resulting topology is called the ίF-topology of V.
A mapping T of a left vector space V over a division ring D into a left vector
space V over a division ring D' is called a semi-linear transformation if T is a
group homomorphism of (F, +) into (V*', + ) and if there exists an isomorphism
σ of D onto D' such that for all v^V, d<=D, we have (dv)T=(dσ)(vT). When
we wish to indicate σ explicitly, we shall speak of the "semi-linear transfor-
mation (T, σ)".
Suppose that (F, W) and (V, W) are pairs of dual vector spaces over D and
D' respectively and (Γ, σ) is a semi-linear transformation of V into V. The
mapping T* of W into W is called an adjoint of T if (vT, w'Y~l=(v, w'T*)
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holds for all v^V and w'^W. In this case, clearly (T*, σ~l) is a semi-linear
transformation of W into W. We shall denote by ~C(Vy W\ V, W) or simply
by -C(V, V'\ the additive group of all continuous semilinear transformations of
V, topologized by PF-topology, into V ', topologized by ίP-topology. We shall
also denote by 2r(F, Wy F', W'} or simply by £F(F, F'), the subgroup of X(V, V)
consisting of all continuous semi-linear transformations of V into V of finite
rank.
In the case that D'=D9 V and V are of finite dimensions m and n respective-
ly, and σ is the identity mapping on D, then -C(V,V')=9ϊ(V,V') is the additive
group of all mXn matrixes over D. In the case that D=D'y F=F', W=W,
and σ is the identity mapping on D, then -C(V9 V) is the ring of all continuous
linear transformations on V topologized by JF-topology, and is known to be a
primitive ring with minimal one-sided ideals.
The following two theorems are basic throughout our discussion. The
proofs can be found in [3] and will be omitted.
Theorem 2.1. Let (V,W) be a pair of dual vector spaces over a division ring
D and f is linear functional on V. Then f is a continuous mapping of Vy topolo-
gized by W-topology, into D, topologized by discrete topology if and only if there ex-
ists w^W such that vf=(v, w) for all v€ΞV.
Theorem 2.2. Let (V,W) and (V ,W) be pairs of dual vector spaces over
division rings D and D' respectively. A semi-linear transformation (T,σ) of V
into V is continuous if and only if it has an adjoint (T1*, σ-1).
The next theorem is an analogue of Proposition 1 of [3, p. 74].
Theorem 2.3. Let (V,W) and (V',W) be pairs of dual spaces over division
rings D and Dr respectively. A semi-linear transformation (T, σJeS^FjF') if and
only if there exist w{^Wt v' ^  V , i=l,2, ...,/z, such that vT=Σ(v, wtfvt yfor all
VΪΞV.
Proof. Assume that re£F(F, V). Let {«;/, v2', ..., vn'} be a basis of VT
over D'. Then for each vEϊV, vT=^'Σφi(v)vir 9 where φt (z;)eZ)', /=!, 2, ..., //,
is uniquely determined. The mapping ϋ->φ/(z>)°'~1 is a linear functional on V.
Also this mapping is composed of continuous mappings T, a linear functional on
VTy and σ'
1
. Hence it is continuous. By Theorem 2.1 there exists w^Wy such
that φi(v)σ~l=(v, w{\ or φi(v)=(vy w{γ for each /= 1,2, ...,n. Thus, vT=
Σ(t>, w,)°V
Conversely, if J1 is a mapping of V into V of this form. It is clear that
T is a semi-linear transformation of finite rank. Let T* be the mapping of W
into W defined by w'T*=ΣWi(vi', w')*'1. Then we can see easily that (vT,w')=
(v,w'T*y, for all v^V, w' ^W . Consequently, T* is an adjoint of T, and
hence T is continuous.
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3. Γ-rings. Let M and Γ be two abelian additive groups. If, for all
x,y, z^M and α, /3eΓ, the following conditions are satisfied,
(1) xay is an element of M,
(2) (x+y)az=xaz+yaz,
x(a+β)z=xaz-\-xβz,
xa(y-\-z)=xay-\-xaz,
(3) (xay)βz=xa(yβz),
Then following Barnes [1] M is called a Γ-ring. We may note that Oay= xϋy
=xaQ=Q for all x,y^M and αeΓ.
If the defining conditions for a Γ-ring are strengthened to
(Γ) xay is an element of M, axβ is an element of Γ,
(2') same as (2),
(3 ') (xay)βz=x(ayβ)z= xa(yβz),
(4') xay=0 for all x,y^M implies α=0,
we then have a Γ-ring in the sense of Nobusawa [4].
A Γ-ring M in the sense of Nobusawa is simple if, for any nonzero elements
x, y^M, there exists γeΓ, such that #γj;φO.
An additive subgroup / of M is a right (left) ideal of M if /ΓMc/(MΓ/
c:/.) Here ITM denotes the set of all finite sums Σfl/TΛ , where fl,e/, γ/^Γ,
Xf^M. If /is both a left and a right ideal of M, then / is a two-sided ideal or
simply an ideal of M. A non-zero right (left) ideal / of M is minimal if the
only right (left) ideal of M contained in / are 0 and / itself.
Let M be a Γ-ring and let F be the abelian free group generated by the set of
all ordered pairs (γ, x), where γ^Γ, x^M. Let A be the group of all those
elements Σ/w^γ,-, x£) in F satisfying ^Σmixrγixi=0 for all x^M, where m^s are
integers. Denote by R the factor group F/A9 and by [γ, x] the coset ^4+(Ύ> x).
Every element in R can then be expressed as a finite sum Σ[γ, , #,-]. Also it can
be verified easily that [a, x] + [β, x] = [a-}-βyX] and [α, #]
for all α, /8eΓ, and ^,^eM.
Now, define a multiplication in /? by
Clearly, the multiplication is well defined and 7? forms a ring. Furthermore, if
we define a composition on MxR into M by Λ? Σ[αt , Λ?l ] = ΣΛ:αίΛ;ί, for jceM, and
Σ[αf , Λ?, ] e/?, then M forms a right Λ-module. We shall call R the right operator
ring of the Γ-ring M. Using similar pattern, we may construct a left operator
ring L of M so that M is a left L-module. (L, +) is the factor group G/B, where
G is the abelian free group generated by the set of all ordered pairs (xy γ) with
x^M and γ eΓ, and B is the subgroup of G consisting of all elements 2mt-(^, γ, )
with the property that Σmixi
r
γix=Q for all #^M. Without causing any ambi-
guity we shall denote by [x, γ] the coset B+(x9 γ). The multiplication in L is
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defined by Σ, [Λ:, , at] Σy[}'y> /3y]=Σ, >y [>,-#,• yjΊ β j ] . It might be worth to note that
/ is a right (left) ideal of M if and only if / is a Λ-submodule (L-submodule)
of M.
Let M be a Γ-ring and S^M. For any positive integer n, we shall denote
by Sn the set SYSY YS (all finite sums Σ^7AT2 γM-Λ with #,eS, 7,-^Γ).
If Δ£ΞΓ, we shall denote by [5, Δ] the set of all finite sums Σ[#, , γj, where
X f ^ S , 7, eΔ. The notation [Δ, S] will be defined analogously.
An one-sided ideal / of M is strongly nilpotent if In= 0 for some positive
integer n.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a Y-ring. If M has no non-zero strongly nilpotent
left ideals then M has no non-zero strongly niplotent right ideals.
Proof. Let I be a non-zero strongly nilpotent right ideal of M and In=0.
Then K=I-\-MTI is a left ideal of M. By induction on k, it can be shown that
Kk^Ik+MΠk, and hence Kn^Γ+MΓΓ=Q, so K is a non-zero strongly
nilpotent left ideal of M .
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a Y-ring, and I be a minimal left ideal of M. Then
either I2=Q, or I=Mjefor some γeΓ, e^I, where eye=e.
Proof. If /2ΦO, then there exist 7^Γ, 0e/, such that Ija=I, so e exists
in / such that erγa=a. Thus we have efγefγa=erγa, or (eje— e)rγa=Q. Let
K={x^I: xγa^Q}. Clearly K is a left ideal of M properly contained in /.
Hence, ^=0, so eye— e=Q, or e=e<γe.
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a T-rίng, and eje^e, where e<^M, γeΓ. Then
is a minimal left ideal of M if and only if L[e, 7] is a minimal left ideal of L,
where L is the left operator ring of M.
Proof. Assume that Mje is minimal. If / is a non-zero left ideal of L con-
tained in L[e, 7], then Q=^Ie^MΓefγe=MTe. By the minimality of MΓe, we
obtain Ie=MTe. Hence, I=I[e, 7]=L|>, 7], and L[e, 7] is minimal.
Conversely, assume that L\ey 7] is a minimal left ideal of L. If / is a non-
zero left ideal of M contained in Mje, then OΦ[7, 7]c[M, 7]^ , 7]^L[e, 7].
By the minimality of L[e, 7], we obtain [7, 7]=L[e, 7]. Consequently, I=
=MΓeγe=MΓe, and MΓe is minimal.
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a Y-ring. If Mje is a minimal left ideal of
where e^M, 7eΓ, and eye^e, then
(i) R[j, e] is a minimal left ideal of R,
(ii) [e, 7] L[e, 7] is a division ring.
(liΐ) [7, e] R[j, e] is a division ring,
where R and L are respectively the right and left operator rings of M,
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Proof. To prove (i), let / be a non-zero left ideal of R contained in /?[γ, e].
From OφM/^M/py, e]^Mγe, we have MI=Mγey and R[γ, e]=RI^I. Thus
^[T> e]=I> and R[jy e] is minimal.
(ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of Theorem 3.3 and (i) of this
theorem (see [3, p. 65]).
Theorem 3.5. Let M be a T-ring having no non-zero strongly nilpotent one-
sided ideal. If D=[e,γ]L[e,rγ] is a division ring, where e<γe=e, then M<ye is a
minimal left ideal of M, where L is the left operator ring of M.
Proof. It is easy to see that if M has no non-zero strongly nilpotent one-
sided ideals, then L has no non-zero nilpotent one-sided ideals. Hence if D is a
division ring then L[e, 7] is a minimal left ideal of L. By Theorem 3.3, M<γe
is therefore a minimal left ideal of M.
We should note that Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 all remain true if we
replace L by R, R by L, left by right, right by left, Mγe by eγM, L\e, 7] by [7, e]R,
and R[γ, e] by [e, γ]L at the same time.
We conclude this section by the following
Theorem 3.6. Let M be a T-ring having no non-zero strongly nilpotent one-
sided ideals. Let L and R be respectively the left and right operator rings of M. If
e
f
γe=ey where e^M, γeΓ, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Mje is a minimal left ideal of M,
(ii) ejM is a minimal right ideal of M,
(iii) L[e, 7] is a minimal left ideal of L,
(iv) [7, e]R is a minimal right ideal of R,
(v) [e, 7] L is a minimal right ideal of L,
(vi) R[7, e] is a minimal left ideal of R,
(vii) [e. 7] L\e, 7] is a division ring,
(viii) [7, e]R[j, e} is a division ring.
Moreover, the division rings [e, γ]L[£, 7] and [7 ^]J?[γ, e] are isomorphic if
any of the above statements occurs.
Proof. The equivalence of the above eight statements is an immediate
consequence of Theorems 3.1 through 3.5. We shall show now that D=[e, 7]
L[e, 7] is isomorphic to D'=[7, β]/?[7, e]. Note that every element of D can be
expressed as [e, j][x, y][e, 7] for some x^M. Consider the mapping σ of D
onto D' defined by ([e, 7][#, 7][2, 7])σ=[7, e ] [ j , x][y, e]. The mapping σ is well
defined, for if [e, j][x, γ][e, j] = [e, γ][y, <γ][e, 7] then [e, γ][x—y, γ][e, γ]=Q.
This implies Mfγerγ(x—y)rγe=^Mrγefγ(x—y)rγerγe=Oy or [7, e]\j, x— J>][7, e]=0.
Hence [7, e][7, x ] [ j y e] —[7, £][7,3>][7, e\. The reader can easily verify that σ is
an isomorphism of D onto Z>'t
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4. Primitive Γ-rings. Let M be a Γ-ring and L and R be respectively
the left and right operator rings of M. M is said to be left (right) primitive if
(i) L(R) is a left (right) primitive ring, and (ii) xTM=0 (MTx=Q) implies x=Q.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a left primitive T-ring. If I1 and I2 are two non-
zero left ideals of M, then /JY^O.
Proof. Let N be a faithful irreducible left L-module. Then there exists
γ<ΞΓ, such that [72, γ]7VφO, for otherwise, [/2, Γ]=0 would imply I2TM= 0
and I2=0. Since [/2, γ]N is an L-submodule of N and N is irreducible, we
have [72, γ]N=N. Now suppose contrarily that /JΎ^O. Then [/„ Γ]Λ/=
[/» Γ][/2, τ]JV=[/1Γ/2, 7]JV=0. It would follow that [/„ Γ]=0, or ^ΓΛf-0,
so 71=0.
From Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we immediately have
Corollary. A left primitive T-ring has no non-zero strongly nilpotent one-
sided ideals.
Theorem 4.2. Let M be a T-ring having minimal one-sided ideals. Then
M is left primitive if and only if M is right primitive.
Proof. By the left-right symmetricity, it will suffice to show that left primi-
tivity implies right primitivity. Let us assume that M is a left primitive Γ-ring,
and that M^e is a minimal left ideal of M, e<γe=e. Then by Theorem 3.6,
[7, e]R is a minimal right ideal of R and hence is an irreducible right Λ-module,
where R is the right operator ring of M. We assert further that [γ, e] R is faithful
as a Λ-module. For, if [γ, e]R Σ[τ, , #/]=0, where Σ[γ, , #,-]<=#, then (M[γ, e])
Γ(MΣ[γ, , #t ])=0, while M[γ, *]ΦO and MΣ[τ, , *, ] are left ideals of M.
Hence by Theorem 4.1, MΣ[γ, , xf] =° OΓ 2[γf , #, ]=0. Thus 7? is a right
primitive ring. Moreover, if MTx=Q, x<=M, then (xTM)2=0. Since M has
no non-zero strongly nilpotent right ideals, xTM=Q. By the left primitivity of
My x=0. Therefore, M is a right primitive Γ-ring. This completes the proof.
Now, let M be a Γ-ring and M' be a Γ'-ring. If θ is a group isomorphism
of M onto Mr and φ is a group isomorphism of Γ onto Γ' then the pair (θ, φ) is
called an isomorphism of Γ-ring M onto Γ'-ring M' if (xay)θ=(xθ)(aφ)(yθ)
for all x,y<=M, a^T.
The definition here for isomorphism is slightly general than that given by
Barnes [1] in which he assumed Γ=Γ', and φ is the identity mapping on Γ.
A Γ-ring M and a Γ'-ring M' are said to be isomorphic if there exists an
isomoprhism (θ, φ) of M onto M'. In this case if M is a Γ-ring in the sense of
Nobusawa, then, for α', /3'eΓr, x'^M'y the composition a'x'β' can be intro-
duced so that M' forms a Γ'-ring in the sense of Nobusawa, and (axβ)φ=(aφ)
(xθ)(βφ) holds for all α, /3eΓ, x<=M.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. Let M be a T-ring. Then M is a left primitive Y-rίng (in
the sense of Nobusawά) having minimal one-sided ideals if and only if there exist two
pairs of dual spaces (Vy W) and (V, W) over isomorphίc division rings D and D'
respectively
 y such that M is isomorphic to a T'-ring M', where 3(VyV'}^M'^
£(V,V'} and £F(F', V,)<^T'<^£(V', V), and the composition xay for x,y<EΞM',
α^Γ' is the composition of mappings. Moreover, ΞF(V, V) is the unique minimal
two-sided ideal of M'.
Proof. Sufficiency. Assume that (VyW) and (V',W) are pairs of dual
spaces over D and D' respectively, and M is a Γ-ring with £?(F, F')c:M<Ξ
X(V, V'\ ΞF(V, F)cΓ<Ξ-/:(F', V). Let σ be the isomorphism of D onto D'.
Let Oφί;0'EΞF' and 1= {x<ELjI(V, V): Vx^<v0'>}, where <O denotes the
subspace of V generated by v0' over D'. Then clearly / is a non-zero left ideal
of the Γ-ring M. Now, we claim that / is minimal. Suppose ^fφO is a left
ideal of M contained in /. Let y^K and JΦO. By Theorem 2.3, there exists
w
ί
^W9 stfjφO, such that vy=(v9w1)<rv0'. Let x be an arbitrary element in /
and vx=(v, w0)σvQ', where w^W. By the non-degeneracy of bilinear forms
on dual spaces, there exist v
ί
^V9 WQ' ^W, such that (vί9 w^=\ and (vQ'y wQ')=l.
Define ^^(V'^V) by v'γ^v', tt>o')σ~X» for all v^V, v'^V. It is easy
to see that vxfγ1y=vx for all v^V. Hence x^xγ^^K. Thus K=I9 and /
is minimal. To show that / being an irreducible L-module is faithful, we
assume that OΦΣ|X , 7i]^L and Σ[Λ?, , γj/=0 (where L is the left operator ring
of M). Then there exists #eM, v1^VJ such that ϋ12Λ?ί fy, ^ Φθ, and hence
there exists w/^W such that (v^xf/iZy w/)=l. Let v0^V, w^W, so that
(v09 wί)=l9 and let γ^Γ, x^I be defined by vfγ=(v'9 wi'y~1voy and vx=
(v9w1)crv0'9 for all v'^V and v^V. By noting that zγx^I, we obtain 0=
^(ΣfΛ?,-, 7i]%7x)=vQx=v0f9 a contradiction. Thus / is a faithful left L-module.
Also it is clear that xTM= 0 implies x=0. Therefore, M is a left primitive
Γ-ring.
Now we shall show that SF(V9 V) is the unique minimal two-sided ideal of
M. It will be sufficient to show that every non-zero ideal of M contains every
continuous semi-linear transformation of rank one, since, according to Theorem
2.3, each x^3f(V9 V) can be expressed as a sum of finitely many Λ?/S in £F(F, V)
of rank one.
Let K be an arbitrary non-zero ideal of M and 0^=x^K. Let j; e£F(F, V)
be of rank one, say vy—(v, w^v/, for all v^V. Let v^V such that z^ffφO.
Then there exist w/eW', w
λ
^W, such that (v^x9 wί')=l9 and (vί9 w^)=l.
Let xly x2^M, yeΓ be defined by vx1=(v9 v)^f(v^x)9 vx2=(v,w1)σv1'ί v'γ=
(v',w1')<τ~1v1, for all v^V, v'^V. Then it is easy to see that x1fγxrγx2=y.
Hence y^Ky and ^(F, V')^K. Therefore, £F(F, V'} is the unique minimal
ideal of M.
It remains to show that M is a Γ-ring in the sense of Nobusawa. Let Oφ
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, and ϋ0'e V with ϋ/γφO. Then there exists w^W such that
= 1. Define #eM by vx=(v,w)σvQ' for all z eF. We obtain (%'
^o'Φθ. Hence, -ry^φO, and M is a Γ-ring in the sense of Nobusawa.
Necessity. The proof of this part is similar to that of Jacobson structure
theorem for primitive ring given by Kaplansky, but is slightly complicated. We
assume that M is a left primitive Γ-ring having minimal left ideals in the sense
of Nobusawa. Let 7ΦO be a minimal left ideal of M. By the Corollary to
Theorem 4.1, 72ΦO and hence by Theorem 3.2, /==Λfγ0, eγe=e for some e^M.
7^Γ. From Theorem 3.6, D=[eyfγ]L[eyrγ]j D'= [γ, e\R\y, e] are isomor-
phic division rings, where L and R are respectively the left and right operator
rings of M. Consider that V—\e, γ]L and W=L[e, γ] are respectively left
and right vector spaces over D and that V'=[γ, e\R and Wf=R[fγy e] are respec-
tively left and right vector spaces over D'. Clearly V=[e, Γ] and W=[Γ, e].
Now we define non-degenerate bilinear mappings of Vx W into D and of V X
W into D' by
([<?, α], Σ[y,, ft.][*, 7])=[e, a] Σ[y,, βt][e, γ], and
(fγ, *]Σ[αf , xf], [a, e])=[γ, έ?]Σ[α, , #,-][«, e], for all
α<ΞΓ, Σ[yf , ft]eL and Σ[αf, Xg]^R. Consequently, (F, PT) and (V, W) are
pairs of dual vector spaces over D and D' respectively. Let
σ:
 [ey 7] IX T][^  T]~> [7> ^][τ> x][Ύ, e] be the isomorphism of D onto Z)'. For
each x^M, we define the mapping T
x
: V-* V by \e, ά\T
x
— [γ, ]^[α, Λ;] for all
[e, a]^ V. We can see easily that T
x
 is a semi-linear transformation. Moreover,
T
x
 is a continuous mapping of V, topologized by W^-topology, into V, topologized
by PF'-topology. In fact, for α, βeΓ,
([e, a]T
Λ9 [β, e])=[<γ, e][a, x][β, e] = [Ύ, e][<γ, eaxβe][<γ, e]
=([e, j][eaxβe, <y][e, j]Y=([e, a], [x, β][e, 7])σ-([^, α], [ft ^Γ,*)',
where Γ/: J '^-^ίF defined by [ft ^]71Jt*=[«, /8][«, γ]
is a semi-linear transformation.
Hence, by Theorem 2.2, Γ*e.£(F, Fr).
Let <9: M-> J7(F, F') be defined by xθ=T
x
. Clearly, θ is a group homo-
morphism. Moreover, θ is one-to-one. For, if T
x
= TOJ where 0 is the zero
element in M, then [γ,e][a,x]=Q for all αeΓ, so we have MjeΓx=Q, and
hence (xTMfγefγM)2=0. Since M has no non-zero strongly nilpotent right
ideals, xΓM<γeγM=Q, or [x, Γ][M, γ]|>, γ]=0 in L. Let TV be a faithful
irreducible left L-module. Then [M, γ][e, γ]LN is a non-zero L-submodule of
N and hence [M, γ][ ,^ γ]LN=N. Thus, O=[Λ?, Γ][M, τ][ ,^ <γ]LN=[x, T]Ny
so [Λ?, Γ]=0, or Λ ΓM^O. Hence by the primitivity of M, x=Q. Thus, θ is a
group monomorphism of M into J7(F, F').
Similarly, for each αGΞΓ, we may define T^e J?(Fr, F) by ([γ, β]Σ[αf , Λ?J)ΓΛ
= [^ , Σα^ α]. Also the mapping φ: a-^T
Λ
 is a group monomorphism of Γ
into J?(F', F). That φ preserves addition is obvious, We shall show that φ
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is one-to-one. To this end, we assume that T
Λ
= T
oy where 0 is the zero element
in Γ. Then [e, Γ][M, α]=0, so eΓMaM=0. It follows that (MaMΓe)2=09
and hence MaMYe— 0. By the irreducibility of N again, we have L[e, fγ]N=N
ί
so 0=[My a]L[e, γ]N=[My a]N. Consequently, [M, α]=0, or MαM=0.
Using the Nobusawa's condition (4'), we get α=0.
It is also easy to see that TXΛy= TxTΛTy, or (xax)θ=(xθ)(aφ)(yθ) for all
αeΓ, and x, y^M.
It remains to show that MΘ^3ί(V', V] and Γφ^3ί(V', V). We shall show
MΘ^>ΞF(V, V). That Γφ^£F(F', F) can be verified similarly. Let T^3(V,
V) be of rank one, say VT= <[γ, ]^ Σ[/βy, jVy]>, the subspace of V generated by
[7, *]Σ[/9y,j>/| over Z)'. By Theorem 2.3, there exists Σ|>, , #/][>, γ]e PF, such
that, for all α<EΓ,
[^  a]T = ([e, a],
= ([e, α
= [7, e][
= [e, ά\T
x
 ,
where x=^ΣlifjXiai€βJ yj. Thus T=TX, Mθ contains all continuous semilinear
transformations of rank one, and hence MΘ^ΞF(Vy V). This completes the
proof.
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